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The Client

One of the world's largest insurance brokerage and 

risk management services firms was up for a major 

transformation. The broker provides a full range of 

retail and wholesale property and casualty brokerage 

and alternative risk transfer services globally, 

extensive employee benefit consulting, and 

exceptional actuarial services. They offer claims and 

information management, risk control consulting 

and appraisal services, human resource consulting, 

and retirement services to many clients around the 

world. 
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Exdion approached the situation drawing 
from over a decade of deep domain 
consulting expertise in the insurance space. 
Our strategic approach leveraged a 
combination of multiple frameworks:

ePLMM: Exdion’s proprietary Policy 
Lifecycle Maturity Model, a framework that 
helps objectively assess a broker’s business 
process maturity in the context of evolving 
technology, data integrity and customer 
service.

Exdion 
Approach: 

Challenge

With significant global presence across 

North America, Europe, Asia and 

Australia, the broker had an aggressive 

acquisition strategy. They chased their 

goal to be amidst the Top 5 and have 

completed over 500 acquisitions. The 

focus was on strategic acquisitions that 

offered the right cultural and strategic fit. 

They had consistently been the leading 

public acquirer in their space. As the 

agency began to focus on growth through 

mergers and acquisitions and different 

lines of business across geographies, it 

became critical to have a system that was 

able to seamlessly integrate newly 

acquired businesses and to house all data 

in a single system.

The acquisitions had left their business 

with multiple, disparate systems, causing 

many hours to be spent on manual, 

administrative processes. Each year they 

faced challenges of placid business 

growth, the complexity of managing 

multiple IT systems at branches causing 

revenue losses.  They needed a single 

system to standardize data and workflows 

to increase efficiency and ensure data 

consistency across offices. The agency 

needed a system that automated 

operations, reduced time spent on 

administrative tasks and provided more 

time to service customers. Their business 

intelligence capabilities were poor as a 

result of disparate systems.
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Six Sigma Frameworks: Sig Sigma methodologies include the SIPOC model to 

understand the business process holistically considering the upstream and downstream 

process impacts and the DMAIC framework that helps to effectively Define, Measure, 

Analyze, Improve and Control business processes. 

ePLMM – EXDION Policy life-cycle Maturity Model
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Platform consolidation was a key charter of the transformation program and our team of 
insurance experts evaluated multiple systems and shortlisted the Top 2. A deeper dive 
was performed to analyze key stroke level performance across multiple parameters 
business functions and its ability to collect data and present intelligent reports.

An AS-IS analysis served as the health check and provided insights to what needed to be 
done to enhance revenue realization and cost optimization. Based on analysis of a wide 
spectrum of insurance agencies across the globe and their consistent ability to deliver on 
client servicing, Exdion measured the broker’s business process across various areas of 
maturity:

• Application usage
• Service standard adoptions
• Service efficiency

The Platform:

The Lifecycle improvement program started with auditing of their existing systems and 
process. 

• How effectively were root causes of service failure captured?
• How effectively were knowledge routines codified to limit human intervention   
 and errors?

The Process

• Codification and digitization
• Revenue loss due to non-compliance 
• Service operation costs per customer.
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KANO Model:  Exdion leveraged the 

simple but powerful KANO model to 

understand customer and internal stake 

holder/employee sentiments and identify 

gaps.
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Benchmarking against maturity models helped the broker refocus operations on 
customer ‘moments of truth’ in order to sustain customer satisfaction while lowering cost 
to service on each policy managed.

The Study Reflected inconsistencies in the business model as well as the functioning of 
Business Units:

>  Opportunities for strategic realignment of business, which included segmentation and  
 premium based service models

>  Income generation by business unit was studied to understand trends and associations  
 with Lines of Business and Geographic spread

>  Opportunities for building preferred carrier relationships were visible

Transformation Initiative

2013 2014

• To standardize processes and  
 practices

• New strategies to extract   
 scale benefits and make the  

  organization future ready

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2015

Accelerate the transformation 
and start the build

• Rationalize process
• Build capabilities
• Governance structures 
• Right person for right job

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2016

Completion of the Transformation

• Deploy

• Measure at all levels
• Communicate success

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4Q4

Phase 1 Phase 3Phase 2

Implementation

Exdion believed that implementation of the new platform was a great opportunity to 
standardize processes and practices and more importantly. Exdion’s program 
management focus introduced new strategies to extract scale benefits and make the 
organization future ready. Needless to say, such a major change in every business unit 
was managed very carefully and ensured minimal impact on customers and business.
The rollout at each business unit was preceded by preparing staff for this change. 
Exdion owned or played active roles in various activities including staff training, 
change management and also ensured adherence through audits and control 
programs.



Segmented service models - Dedicated service engines for high, mid and low 
premium accounts enabled high technology leverage in the lower premium 
segments and high touch client service in the higher premium segments. The 
CSR’s and AM’s were able to effectively leverage the harmonized process to focus 
on quality client touch points and look at growth opportunities. 

Standardization of EPIC workflow – The structured workflows specifically created 
to leverage the power of EPIC helped the client to ensure maximum ROI. It gave 
them the advantage of a single platform across various functions. 

Systematic roll out – The EPIC rollout for over 50+ branches nationwide with the 
associated change and friction was a huge project. Meticulous planning and 
program management ensured a controlled transition onto EPIC while keeping in 
mind the demanding needs of change and knowledge management at every step.

Elimination of data duplicity – Technology layers, specifically in the renewals 
process brought in significant improvement in data integrity. Straight through 
processing allowed risk updates to be accurately captured and validated before 
automatic input to the system. This improved compliance and brought down 
E&O exposures.

Business Intelligence - A comprehensive business intelligence layer delivered 
complete control over the service engine through data science insights. It helped 
them improve client service, find new channels for cross/up sell opportunities and 
also improve carrier relationships.
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Solution and Benefits

Exdion recommended of ‘Applied Epic’ to consolidate its systems into one automated 
platform helped save time and avoid duplication from multiple disparate systems. 
Applied Epic provided a single, open application with integrated capabilities to 
efficiently manage customer relationships, policy and benefits administration, sales 
automation, and financial accounting processes.

Excellent planning led by experienced resources is the key to a smooth migration. 

Exdion’s experts helped this broker realize transformation benefits through EPIC 
with the rightly aligned technology and capabilities. 
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Exdion comes with over 15 years of Property and Casualty Insurance expertise. 
Exdion services clients ranging from Fortune 500 to small and medium sized 
carriers and brokers. Exdion is ISO 9001 certified for Quality and ISO 27001 and 
HIPAA certified for information security. The company thrives on Business 
Excellence and leverages models such as Kaizen and Six Sigma along with 
technology enablers, to continually enhance value to customers. 

About EXDION

Exdion lays great emphasis on Accountability, Integrity, 
Innovation, Transparency and most importantly Customer 
Focus. Exdion continually strives to deliver transformational 
excellence through technology-centric process optimization 
and continual knowledge enhancement. Exdion is also closely 
associated with “The Institutes” and 1 in 8 of its staff today are 
certified in various US and UK Insurance programs. 

Exdion’s solutions include Transformation 
Consulting, Business Process Management, 
Analytics and Policy Lifecycle Maturity 
frameworks that leverage CLOUD FIRST 
technologies.
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